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1 COMPONENT PU 

& 

DRAMATIC PROGRESS IN THE SOLVING OF 

PROBLEMATIC GROUTING CONDITIONS 
 

1. History of some grouts 

 

Since ancient times, many systems have been used for the waterproofing of underground 

structures, tunnels, reservoirs, docks, sluices, etc. 

Egyptians, Greeks and Romans used clay, straw, wheat, lime, and others, to get rid of water 

intrusions. In more recent time hot pitch, bentonites and cements made their apparition. 

The first real so-called chemical grouts have been the silicates, from which we discovered that we 

could make them sensibly more reactive and easy-going, by using catalytic agents, or by mixing 

them with other minerals. 

However sensibly approached, these materials suffered from the contact with the water, or the 

retraction of it. 

 

In the late 1920’s Otto Bayer discovered the polyurethanes, which became a beneficial material in 

several sectors before they were discovered by the mining and the construction sectors. This 

brought a new portfolio of possibilities into the fields of grouting for waterproofing, soil 

stabilization, and rock tightening.  

 

When Vinson discovered the possibilities offered by the catalysts, the polyols,  and the 

Isocyanates, and started making approaches on 2 component PU systems specifically for the 

benefit of manageable reaction times, this prompted the material to the foreground of a new area.  

However, the materials still suffered from 2 major hick-ups: Their reactivity to water and their 

very high initial viscosities. One and another signified that the polyurethanes could be used in 

many cases, but were restricted for the eventual applications in fine cracks and fine sands. 

 

Another challenge was offered to the chemists. 
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With the development of better refining and compounding techniques, as reflected with the  

“BEVEDOL-BEVEDAN ®” series, major progress was obtained in the fields of the penetrability, 

while extremely quick accelerators reduced dramatically the problems of the dilution of grouts  

before their polymerization and transformation process from liquids into inert plastics. However, 

in the first periods and with the limited choice of specific molecules available at that time, there 

was no way to reduce the viscosities in such a way that the fine and ultra fine soils could be 

permeated efficiently without using extreme injection pressures to assure the requested extended 

penetrations, and from which we know that it is against the basic rules of permeation techniques 

in grouting technology, or to allow extremely long travel lengths in water surging environments.  

With the understanding of the pre-polymerization process of the resins, the use of reagent etc. one 

discovered resinous systems reacting in the presence of water, (the so-called hydro-active grout 

systems) with a low water absorption for the triggering of their reaction and offering, depending 

of their advance of refinement, low-dilution degrees and often very low viscosities. Together with 

separate accelerators this allowed to step into a totally new field, i.e.: the grouting of fine sands, 

or fine cracks subject to important water-flow passage, and the stopping of massive intrusions of 

water trough rocks, underground constructions etc. 

 

However, and for the benefit of the technician, 1C-PU grouts with integrated accelerator have 

been released on the market since several years. These systems have found their way to the ZTV-

RISS system, the German Code of Practice, whereby one pre-injects the cracks and fissures with 

a 1C PU in order to stop the outflow of water and then post-inject the fissure with a 2C PU.    

 

2. 1C PU compared to the 2C PU 

 

 2C PU 1C            1 C PU 

BASE SYSTEM   RESIN = A RESIN         = A 

REAGENT   HARDENER = B     ACCELERATOR  =   A’ 

PREPARATION         MIXING         =     A + 

B 

M       MIXING         = A + A’ 

REACTION STARTS 

MECHANISM 

AFTER MIXING A + B AFTER CONTACT WITH 

WATER 

REACTION STARTS 

TIME 

 ALMOST IMMEDIATELY VARIABLE ON SITE 
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REACTION TIMES 

SETTING 

FACTORY PRE-SET VARIABLE ON SITE 

 

 

3. What is pre-polymerisation of a 1C PU? 

Moisture/ water curing 1C PU foams are based on Pre-polymers blended with Isocyanates or other 
Pre-polymer-mixtures.  
Within the scope of the pure chemistry, intermediate stages, called “Poly-addition” , are understood  
as the pre-interlinking of an Isocyanate with a Polyol .   

 
Pre-polymeric bases are built up from commercially available Polyols with the necessary types and  
specific quantities of  Isocyanates. The components are then brought and linked together in a 
reactor. In the reactor the materials are mixed together following a specific order, and under 
controlled temperatures. 
 
Because Isocyanates have been added in over-quantities at the beginning, it means that at the end of 
the polymeric chains there are gaps left which allow Isocyanate groups to be further formed by p.ex 
the addition of water. For the acceleration of the reaction a tiny amount of catalyst is added if/when 
necessary. 
 
The Pre-polymer formulation is the “footprint”, and shows the base identity of a 1 comp PU.  
In addition, the formulations still contain special auxiliary materials, as for example stabilizers, 
surfactants etc. The final qualities of the resulting resins are determined decisively by the kind of 
Polyols (Long or short molecular chain and which will give more flexible or harder foams) and the 
kind of Isocyanates that we use in the combination.  
 
 
 
4     Actual families of 1C-PU’s  
Actually we can propose several types and grades, depending on: 

-   Hydrophobic or hydrophilic character  

- Grade of pre-polymerization 

- Flexibility 

- Reactivity 

- Mixability 
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5.            Terminologies 

5.1 Grade of pre-polymerization 

From the degree of refinement, pre-polymerization technology and applied level, base resin type 

and quantities, some specific types will show up. Generally spoken, resins with the highest pre-

polymerization input will give the stronger cell structure (Membrane of the cell), and the higher 

will be the ratio of closed cells over open cells. The amount of open / closed cells will also direct 

the applicability of a resin as a temporary or definitive injection grout.  

 

5.2 Flexibility 

The flexibility or rigidity of a resin is determined by the base materials that are used and the type 

of molecular chain (long or short) .Generally spoken the harder types of resins have a shorter 

chain, the flexible  resins have a longer chain. 

 

5.3 Reactivity 

The initial reactivity of the resin is due to its composition, pre-polymerization technology, the use 

of accelerators which are inserted in the system. 

 

5.4 Mixability 

The dilution with water or the rejection of it, the miscibility with a third component such as a 

filler etc. depends, as per above mainly on the base ingredients, meaning also the hydrophobic 

absorption level, as well as the manufacturing process. 

 

5.5 Expansion  

The degree of expansion depends of the type of resin and the possibility of the resin to activate its 

auto-expansion freely or with constriction. In an open cup test, whereby only the barometric 

pressure has to be accounted, the escaping CO2 will remain in the resin and creating bubbles, and 

we will have the highest expansion, but the lesser resistance of the material. The more the 

expansion is restricted by counter-pressure or by a dense medium (friction forces), the quicker 

will be the difference in transition speeds between the gas and the fluid. Therefore less CO2 will 

remain in the grout, this grout will therefore have a limited expansion, and the end-result will be 

that we have created a denser plastic, with higher mechanical strengths( Compressive, flexibility, 

sheer, etc.).  In practice (not really in open cup) we can induce restricted expansions by using 

lesser quantities of accelerator. 
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Hydrophobic Hydrophilic

Usually MDI Generally TDI
(New  =  MDI)

1C PU GENERAL OUTLINING

Plastics
Or 

Foams
Gels

Low cohesivity
Low tensile 

strength

Free expansion
=

Auto propulsion

Absorb 
all 
H20

Absorb 
a limited

quantity  of H20

Minimal-
to low 

expansion

Higher cohesivity
Higher tensile 

strength

Hard
Semi rigid 

Flexible

Flexible
Elastic

Ratio 
Open
closed
cells

 

At this stage we want to outline that 1C PU’s are not meant to be injected in a huge free medium, 

whereby we could not achieve to have it reacting in free expansion. Therefore we have special 

techniques. 

 

      

6 The 1C HFO PU types  

 

6.1 General outlines 
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6.2 Offering in the 1C HFO PU range  

7.       Reaction Mechanism of a 1C HFO PU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRE-ACCELERATED RESIN    +  SEPARATE ACCELERATOR

CARBOSTOP 
W

CARBOSTOP
40

CARBOSTOP 
100

CARBOSTOP 
400

CARBOSTOP 
U

CARBOSTOP
F

TYPICAL       
ZTV RITSS

Time

Viscosity

Development of the reaction of a typical 1 component HFO PU resin, closed cell system

Initial 
Visco

Contact with water

Induction Period Reaction Period

Permeation by 
Mechanical
pressurisation

Permeation by Mechanical 
and gas 
pressurisation

Variable
(% accelerator)

Variable
(% accelerator)
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8. Application modes with 1C HFO PU 

 

With the 1C HFO PU we are able to tackle quite a number of tasks, starting from the injection for 

the waterproofing of cracks in concrete, rocks, coals etc, from very moderate leaks, to leaks with 

very high output and very high pressures, to the injection of very fine soils. 

Injection distances, against very high water flows can be extended to new limits. 

Depending on the situation we are able to decide upon the method to apply, while using basically 

one typical resin. 

Therefore we have the techniques of pure resin, sequential injection, and injection with filled 

resins.  

 

 

9. Mature Techniques 

 

With the application of the 1C HFO PU’s we have developed and refined extremely cost-reducing 

systems in the field of labour, deployment of personnel, grout losses and substantial reductions of 

the stand-still, and even total absence of it , as these techniques are applicable during the pre-

injection, contact grouting, back-up filling, post –injection. In all these aspects they offer an 

excellent answer to the environmental impact.  

 

Not only are the pure resins a milestone in the injection of fine sands, soils, fissures but they are 

high performance items in the field of long distance injections in rocks, vertical shafts in coal 

mines etc,  as well as for the cutting-off  of extremely high and power full leakages. 

 

10           The hybrid mixes and injection techniques 

 

10.1        The CarboGrouting System 

 

CarboGrouting  should be interpreted as the natural intermediary, and automatic intervention 

during the cement grouting, whereby we inject pre-determined quantities of 1C HFO PU, through 

the same packer, in the same borehole, with the intention to stop losses of cement through the 

cracks and veins, or to make a screen of resin to stop the water-inflow from further diluting the 

cement grout. 
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The pure resin part is a Newtonian grout that enters into the extremely fine cracks, (much further 

than what can be reached by any Binghamian grout) where it turns to a rigid plastic and “wedges” 

itself in the fissures of the rock, coal, soil, etc.  In the larger openings it will expand into a water-

blocking or percolation reducing foam, which is then still compressible by the cement grout.    

 

The resin part is injected with a single-component pump. (Membrane- or piston- type), depending 

on the volumes that we need to displace. The resin intersects into the classical cement packer 

through a Y-shaped inlet manifold, and follows the same path from the bore hole.  

 

Advantages 

Very easy time settings, allowing short time or long time reactions, and different travel lengths, 

all this benefiting to an enormous diminution of the losses of cement-bound grouts, with all the 

benefits to the financial and environmental impact.   

Generally, in normal cases, a resin consumption of 1 volume to 10 volumes of cement grout is 

recorded.  
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10.2  The CarboBlock System 

 

This system is applied specifically for the filling of extremely porous media in rocks, sands, soils 

or behind walls and sheet-piles, and commonly also for the coagulation of the backfill gravel 

between the overbore and the rear side of the segment lining. 

Basically we use one of our pure, 1C PU HFO resins and fill it with a fine grained material. This 

filler can be a neutral or a reactive type.  

The direct advantage of this is that we have a combination of a 1C HFO PU resin with the 

common, fillers that we use daily on the site, and from which we are supposed to know a lot. 

Both elements are mixed (automatically) in a specially adapted cementation pump. During the 

mixing, the resin encapsulates the grains of the filler, and makes the filler hydrophobic as well. The 

start of the reaction occurs by the water flush, which circulates through the medium that has to be 

injected, and thus triggers the grout. Once mixed, both elements become a “1”, un-dilutable grout. 

 

10.3 Choice of resins for the CarboBlock System  

 

10.4    Advantages of the CarboBlock System 

 

Extremely low losses of cementitous grouts, an unparalleled reduction of the grouting time, a ratio of 

1/1 resin – cement, and a grout with an expanding capacity of ca 1,5 to 2 V 

CarboStop F

CarboStop W

CarboStop U

CarboStop 40

CarboStop 400
CarboStop 100

CarboBlock    W
CarboBlock 40
CarboBlock 100
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As the resin is being filled, it will have a Binghamian behaviour during the injection, but the oily 

texture of the resin will allow a much deeper penetration and pressurization potential, so that the 

limit of pressurization of the grout is pushed back and the time before reaching the “silo effect is 

extended. From as soon as the pump comes to the point of refusal, one can stop the injection of the 

filled resin and continue, almost without interruption, to pump with pure resin.  

 

10.5      Mixing Ratios Resin/Cement (R/C) 

Several types of fillers can be used.  The choice depends on the expected  proprieties of the reacted 

resin. 

The quantity of accelerator used for the reaction depends from 

-    Requested travel length 

- Speed of the reaction 

- Correction of the quantities due to the moisture content, the pH value of the filler, or their 

combination  

- It should be noted also that the Resin/Filler ratio can be altered immediately, without 

interruption of  

         the pump. 

 

  

 

CarboStop 
W

CarboStop 
40

CarboStop 
100

RESIN

FA

W           R 
RATIO 

C            F 

SP

FA

FA
SP

SP

FILLER

MFC

MFC
OPC

0,5/1 – 2/1

1/1-

1/1

1/1

1/1

0,5/1 – 1/1
0,5/1 – 1/1

0,5/1 – 1/1 
0,5/1 – 1/1

Fa = Fly-ash, SP = Slate powder, MFC = Micro-fine cement, OPC = Ordinary Portland
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10.6    CarboBlock.  Reaction times-temperature scales  

 
CARBOBLOCK 100 + CEMENT CLASS II         R/C   1/0,5
SEVERAL TEMPERATURES AND % OF ACCELERATORS
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CARBOBLOCK 100 + CEMENT CLASS II         R/C   = 1/0,5
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CARBOBLOCK 100 + CEMENT CLASS II         R/C   = 1/1
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Types of cements and fillers, their moisture content, their pH values, and their R/C ratio, percentage 

of accelerator, the target that one wishes to reach, etc are important parameters that will have their 

input in the final result. There are so many combinations with our resins, that we make adequate 

tables, once that the jobsite situation has been completely studied, i.e.: the type/quality of the 

available filler, the water analysis etc. 

 

10.7   Strengths 

As per above the strengths and the permeability values of the hybrid grouts depend, as for the 

cement-bound grouts of several factors. These factors are very easily manageable for the CarboBlock 

systems. 

 

As for all PU’s or mixed PU’s the degree of expansion alters the final resistance of the materials. 

This is a general rule. However, with the CarboBlock, the advantage relies also in the fact that 

reaction times can be delayed, meaning that larger filling volumes can be reached before the 

expansion phase starts. 
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Herewith you can see the results of the compression test made on a CarboBlock 100 sample, by a 

neutral laboratory. The CarboBlock 100 grout has been injected in a sand column with a pore 

content of ca 35 %, which was subject to a constant water-flow.  

 

After reaction of the grout in the sand column, the valves have been closed on both sides of the 

test tube. The samples have been un-moulded after 3 days.  

Info on the materials  

- System CarboBlock W 

- Resin:  CarboStop 100 

- Accelerator CarboStop 100 ACC 

- Quantity of accelerator < 3% 

- R/C Ratio               1/1 

- Type of Cement      OPC Class II  

 Recorded: 

- Sizes of samples  diameter 53,7 mm x Height 40 mm 

- Ultimate Tensile strength 17, 3 kg/cm² 

- Ultimate Compression Test 88, 9 kg/cm²         

 

11. Conclusions 

With the CarboBlock and the CarboGrouting techniques, we present an enormous progress in the 

treatment of structures, rocks, soils etc. subject to high water –inflows etc. This technique using 

quite simple tooling, and very understandable 1C PU’s allows the contractor to prevent and to 

reduce his losses and to rise his progression values enormously, so that he could continue his 

progression with the typical means in a very short delay, and use further the materials as 

scheduled for the tender, such as bentonite, silicate, cement injections. 

 


